
HOSA: Caring for the Future 

What is Health Occupations Students of America? The Health Occupations Students of America, or simply HOSA, 

is a community, a family; a group of individuals who care for the future, who seek to nurture the future in the same 

manner as earlier generations of healthcare professionals have sought.  We are all, as of right now, members of the 

healthcare team of our communities, of our nation, and membership with this affiliation brings a silent agreement: To 

care for our future and further the advancements of medicine and healthcare for our society, for mankind. This 

affiliation, however, is made up of unique viewpoints, different ideals and thoughts. These different attributes of each of 

our members make them special, and it makes HOSA what it is. But, HOSA is a unified team, and to be unified, you must 

first have something in common. Therefore, having one singular mindset is a very important part of this organization, 

and that mindset is: caring for the future. 

How do we take care of this future? Look at our members: Thousands of potential healthcare professionals, 

thousands of bright minds with great goals, thousands of nurturers of the future, all being refined by this organization. 

This association gives us a method of honing our skills for the future by participating in these meaningful competitions 

that serve as magnificent displays of our education, our accomplishments, our goals and our dreams. These 

competitions allow for us to improve our proficiency and success in our future professions, whatever those professions 

turn out to be.  

Competition is a vital source of our education. It strengthens our resolve to become better, greater, than we 

were before. Competition allows for us to hone our skills, to prosper from education and create a solid foundation by 

which we can pursue our careers, careers that care for and improve the future. The honing of our skills allow for us to 

develop a greater understanding of the skills needed for success within the healthcare industry.  The skills that we 

obtain from HOSA all vary, but all are important. Some of these skills are leadership, teamwork, and communication. 

These skills consequently create a strong foundation that lasts throughout our lives. This foundation plays a pivotal role 

in our lives and careers by enhancing our performance and building our potential for success within the various 

healthcare fields. 

A strong foundation permanently allows for the creation of better, sturdier, and more majestic towers. We, the 

members of HOSA, are skyscrapers. HOSA is what keeps us standing, block upon block. HOSA is the cement on the 

ground, keeping us stable and upright; keeping us tall and prideful. This foundation proves to be crucial during our 

medical professions and throughout our lives. Without this foundation, all of us would eventually crumble. As such, it is 

an important thing to acknowledge the role of HOSA in helping us shape and care for our future, our society, and 

mankind.  

We are a group of dedicated individuals, each and every one of us reaching to a different goal. All of our goals 

are unique; some may be prevalent in our actions, while others may be as clear as mud. But one thing’s for sure; we are 

the healthcare professionals of tomorrow. We have made that choice. It is up to us to live up to this choice, to build our 

skills and cultivate our education. Also, we all need to be placed into the mindset of saving others, of restoring and 

preserving lives, of caring for the future. This is how we do it. This is where we start. This is our first step to success, to 

further the medical advancements of the world, of the future. We, we are Health Occupations Students of America. 

 

- Huy Dang, HOSA Area 5 Prepared Speaking Competition Bronze Medalist 

 


